EYELASH LIFT
Tips & Tricks

EYELASH LIFT

“GOOD TO KNOW”
Tips for application
1. Make sure that you use the right lifting pad. Lashes must
cover the whole pad. If they are too short and end in the
middle (thickest) part of the pad use a smaller pad.
2. The lashperm & neutralizer solution should be applied
starting from the middle going down to the lower part of
the lashes. Leave the tips completely uncovered.

TOO BIG PAD
Lashes end in
the middle.

TOO SMALL PAD
Lashes go beyond
the curved part.

PERFECT PAD SIZE
Lashes cover the
whole curved part.

3. Apply some glue to the first part of the pad and also on to
the first part of the lashes. Wait for 15 seconds. Then fix
the first part. Repeat this section by section until all
lashes are fixed. Wait until the glue is dry before applying
Lashperm.
4. If some individual lashes come off the pad during the
treatment, wipe off the solution, use some more glue,
wait again for 15 seconds and fix the lashes.

Watch
the
video

EYELASH LIFT

“GOOD TO KNOW”
Tips for application

“GOOD TO KNOW”
Facts about the formula and effect of Eyelash Lift.

EYELASH LIFT

Super quick formula! But which changes made it this quick?
• The emulsion has been optimized! It contained components that used to reduce the durability which led
to a longer application time. These components were eliminated.
• The ingredients have been improved and harmonized with each other. The pH value has also been
slightly changed. Therefore the application time could be reduced drastically without being less gentle to
the lashes.
• The rest stays company secret. We confirm, that all our formulas meet the requirements of the EU
cosmetics regulation and are not only harmless in use but nurturing.

Exceptional care formula with Collagen & Cysteine!
The ingredients pamper the lashes already during the treatment and let them appear groomed and full.
Collagen:
Belongs to the structural proteins found most often in the human body. Collagen wraps the hair, binds
moisture and prevents it from drying out. Therefore the water-soluble Collagen-Hydrolysate is often used
in shampoos or conditioners as it makes combing of wet hair easier. It makes the hair smoother and more
voluminous.
Cysteine:
An amino acid that is significant for the hair structure. It protects and strengthens the sensitive hair roots
and is responsible for the development of keratin which supports hair growth.

